
Thanks so much for your interest in Jodar Farms Pork.  
We have been working hard over the five years to figure out 
just what makes our pork taste so good.  The consensus is 
that letting our pigs live a natural life where they can get into 
a wallow, root up some weeds and eat grass in a pasture is 
the key.  In addition to the natural environment the hogs 
have, we also feed our pigs a balanced supplemental diet that 
contains brewers’ grain from 6 local breweries.  I am 
confident that this is major component to the flavor and 
consistency of our pork.  Finally, because these pigs are raised 
outdoors their immune systems are inherently stronger which 
means we don’t need to use antibiotics in our feed like many 
large pork producers.  If you are curious to see our growing 
practices and feed rations please let us know and we would 
be happy to arrange a visit to the farm.    

So in order for you to better understand the pricing and ordering of our pork sides 
please read the following explanations carefully as some options have changed.  First of all, our 
Slaughter Facility, Innovative Foods, has two ways they can begin the slaughter process which 
will drastically change the outcome of your order.  You can either have your hog skinned or 
have it scalded.  Scalding allows the animal to be de-haired and cleaned easier and in turn the 
USDA allows the skin to be saved either in individual packages and/or on the roasts.  Scalding 
will also give you a larger yield of product as you will have the skin, more fat, trotters, jowls and 
ears.  Skinning the hog will result in less of these “other products” but is also much easier and 
faster for Innovative Foods to do.  If you are interested in the skin on roasts and the “other 
products” there will be an additional cost of $.20/lb that has been passed along from Innovative 
Foods.   

The way that we price our sides of pork is using the hanging weight of the animal.  This 
is easiest and most consistent way for us to price bulk pork products.  Hanging weight refers to 
the weight of the animal after it has been killed, bled out and the intestines removed.  As a rule 
of thumb, the hanging weight of a skinned pig will range from 180-215 lbs for the whole animal 
and between 190-240 lbs for a scalded whole animal.  Because animals all grow at different 
rates we will likely have some pigs that are little bigger and a few that are a little smaller.  As a 
new option on the order form please indicate if you would like a bigger or smaller side and we 
will do everything we can to meet your preference.  Please also note that the hanging weight is 
not the total amount of pork that you will receive.  There is some loss during trimming and 
cutting done by the butcher which usually averages around 15-20%.  In order to get the most 
out of your side you can also opt to keep many of the extras such as bones, organ meats and 
additional fat (if available).   
The price for bulk pork for the 2017 season will be $4.95/lb on the hanging weight.  With this 
price you can expect to pay around $500 for a side of pork.  This price will be for your side cut 
and vacuum sealed.  Additional specialty work done to your side will not be included in the 
price.  Please check out the services listed in the options section below for pricing.   
 
 



SO, how do you reserve your side of pork?? 
In order to cover the costs of slaughter 
and to make the process run as smoothly 
as possible I am asking for a $300 deposit 
to reserve your side and $600 to reserve a 
whole hog.  There are going to be a few 
options for pickup dates.  Pork sides will 
be available throughout the spring and 
again in the late summer and fall. If you 
are interested in a later side please 
reserve your pork as early as possible to 
help us cover the costs of feed.  We will 
be taking orders for sides until they run 
out, so please get in touch to find out if 
they are still available.  Once the side is 
prepared by the butcher to your requests we will bring it back to the farm and schedule a 
pickup day for your order.  At the time of pickup we will have an invoice ready that will have 
your remaining balance for your bill which will depend on additional services and variable 
weights.  If you have any other questions or concerns please feel free to call or email.   
 
In order to make the cut options as simple as possible we have developed a comprehensive cut 
instruction sheet that breaks the options down into main sections of the hog.  In addition to the 
main cutting choices, there are a few additional details you can tweak to create your ideal 
order.  Please see the standards and in depth options below: 
 

Cut Options!  
The Skin:  Please make sure to indicate whether you would like your hog skinned or scalded.  The 
default choice that we will assume is skinned, but if you want scalding you will need to mark the box and 
a $0.20/lb charge will be added to the hanging weight price.   
The Loin: This is where chops come from!  Please choose either bone/in chops or boneless chops.  If you 
choose boneless chops you will also get baby back ribs and a tenderloin.  If you choose bone/in chops 
the baby backs and tenderloin will be incorporated into the chops, thus you won’t receive these in your 
package.  Standard cutting thickness on the chops is 7/8 inch, but you can indicate if you’d like thicker 
chops or thinner.   
The Shoulder:  Shoulders are broken down into the arm and blade.  Most folks will have roasts made 
from the arm and either pork steaks or country style ribs made from the blade.  However, you can opt to 
have your blade made into more roasts if you’d like.  Standard cutting thickness for steaks and country 
style ribs are 1 inch but if you’d like thinner or thicker please indicate on the order form.  If you would 
like you can also opt to have your shoulders deboned and ground as well.   
The Belly:  Belly is where bacon is made.  Bellies can be left fresh or cured into bacon.  From there you 
can decide on how you’d like to have your belly/bacon cut or sliced.  Please note that fresh belly can be 
left as whole bellies, cut in half, cut into 2 lb chunks and can be sliced, but only be sliced into thick slices, 
not medium or thin. 



The Hams:  Hams can again be left fresh 
or cured, but can also be boned out and 
ground into sausage.  If you decide to 
leave your hams fresh please indicate 
approximate roast sizes, standard 
roasts are cut into 3-5 lb roasts.  If you 
cure your hams the options from there 
are leaving them as all roasts, all ham 
steaks, or roasts and ham steaks.  
Please note that if you decide to grind 
your hams, you will get more sausage 
but your overall yield will be less 
because you will lose bone weight.       
Sausage:  Sausage options are pretty 
straight forward, but please note that if 
you order a half you can only choose 
one kind of sausage and if you order a 
whole hog you can order two different kinds.  Sausage is either left loose and packed in 1 lb packages 
(referred to as bulk) or linked into small links (generally bfast) or large link brats.  From there you choose 
the flavor that you would like.  Flavors are listed as none, breakfast, Italian, german, chorizo, or jalapeno 
cheddar.   

More Options!  
Curing of hams, bacons and roasts $1.15/lb (Innovative foods uses Nitrites (celery Juice), not Nitrates for 
curing) 
Sausage making (links/Stuffing) $1.65/lb (large links), $2.00/lb (small links)  
Fat, hearts, livers and ears can be saved if you would like as well.  Skin, trotters and jowls can be saved 
from scalded hogs if desired.   
IMPORTANT:  Because we don’t have control over sausage seasoning and the curing process we 
recommend leaving sausage and meat uncured.  Problems with seasoning and curing are very 
uncommon but can occur.  If folks are sensitive to over-salting, it is my recommendation you leave meat 
unseasoned and uncured or try a pound or two from the farm to see if you like it.  An option for bacon 
and ham would be to leave the belly unsliced and allow you to cure the bacon or ham at home.  This is 
actually a fairly easy process and we may hold classes to show how.   
 
If you have any questions please feel free to call or email as soon as possible. If you do plan to reserve 
your side, please get your paperwork in as soon as possible to guarantee a reservation. Thanks for your 
support and look forward to hearing back soon!  
Your Farmer, 
Aaron Rice 

 
 

 



 
 

 
JODAR FARMS 2017 PORK ORDER FORM 

 
Though we are fluent in “chicken” we cannot read “chicken scratch.”  So please write legibly… Thanks! 

Name:  

Email:       Phone #:  

Pork Amount (circle one):   Side   or   Whole   

Preferred Size:    Large  Average  Smaller 

Preferred Date of Pickup:      August              September              October          November             December    

Pickup Location:     Farm     ($0 Fee)  Longmont     ($20 Fee)  Boulder    ($20 Fee) 

SKIN OPTION:    SKINNED          OR  SCALDED (additional $0.20/lb fee)  

LOIN OPTIONS:   Bone In Chops (no Tenderloin or Baby Backs)   OR  

Boneless Chops (Tenderloin and Baby Backs)   

SHOULDER OPTIONS:   

Arm option:  One Large Roast (~7-9 lbs)   or   Smaller Roasts (~3, 3lb roasts)   or   Grind for Sausage    

Blade options: Pork Steaks   or   Country Style Ribs   or     More Shoulder Roasts   or   Grind for Sausage  

BELLY OPTIONS:       Leave Fresh         or        Cure into Bacon 

If Fresh:  Keep whole      or      cut/slice Two ½ slabs (~6 lbs)   OR  2 lb chunks  OR   sliced thick   

If Cured Bacon:  Keep whole     or    cut/slice ½ slabs (~5lbs)  OR  2 lb chunks OR  sliced: thick/med/thin  

HAM OPTIONS:          Keep Ham      or      Grind For Sausage      or       Diced Pork (1lb packages) 

If Keep Fresh: Fresh Bone/In Ham Roast(s)Size preferred       lbs              

If Curing Ham:  Ham Roasts Only     or    Ham Roasts and Ham Steaks     or    Ham Steaks Only       

SAUASAGE OPTIONS: (choose 1 for ½ order, choose 2 for whole order)  

Flavor (circle one): No seasoning, Italian, Breakfast, German, Chorizo, Jalapeno Cheddar 

Sausage preparation (circle one): bulk package (~1lb), large links, small links  

Please list any special requests or questions below (such as chop/steak thickness):  
Please make checks payable to:  

       Jodar Farms  
5100 East County Road 48  

Thank You For Your Support!              Fort Collins, CO 80524 


